TEKLOOM
Tekloom is engineered using a new technology to chemically bond together a woven textile with the high-performance characteristics of a coated fabric – creating a durable, beautiful textile

FUSED TEXTILE
Tekloom has created a new product category, a hybrid of a woven textile and coated fabric. It combines the aesthetic of a woven textile with the high-performance characteristic of coated fabrics to create a fused textile.

INK + STAIN RESISTANT
Tekloom is the most ink & stain resistant woven textile in the industry. Stains can be easily cleaned with just a dry towel and water or an eraser so no complicated cleaning procedure is necessary.

1 MILLION DOUBLE RUBS
Tested for abrasion by an independent lab, Tekloom passed over one million double rubs (Wyzenbeek) with no change on the surface. The surface TPE firmly protects the woven material.

IMPERMEABLE
Tekloom is manufactured to include a liquid barrier on the surface, making the product impermeable, and prevents moistures, spills, and stains from entering the textile layer and foam underneath.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Tekloom is an environmentally friendly textile and is free of PFC (perfluorinated compounds), FR (flame retardants), antimicrobial, DMF/PVC/Phthalates, and Red List chemicals.

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
Tekloom complies with California Prop 65, California 01350 VOC Standard and Healthier Hospitals Initiative.

HEALTHCARE CLEANERS
Tekloom was tested with variety of healthcare cleaners. Please refer to the Cleaning Guide for details.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
No complicated cleaning procedure is required for Tekloom. All you need is a dry towel and water to clean everyday stains. A standard eraser can be used to remove stains that spill in between the crevices of the woven product. Water based or alcohol based cleaners can be used to help get the toughest stains out.